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While the rapid development of CRISPR/CAS9 technology has allowed for readily
performing site-specific genomic editing in non-rodent species, an emerging challenge
is to select the most suitable species to generate animal models for the study of
human biology and diseases. Improving CRISPR/CAS9 methodology for more effective
and precise editing in the rabbit genome to replicate human disease is an active
area of biomedical research. Although rabbits are more closely related to humans
than mice (based on DNA sequence analysis), our whole-genome protein database
search revealed that rabbits have more missing human protein sequences than mice.
Hence, precisely replicating human diseases in rabbits requires further consideration,
especially in studies involving essential functions of the missing proteins. For example,
rabbits lack calponin 2, an actin-associated cytoskeletal protein that is important in the
pathogenesis of inflammatory arthritis, atherosclerosis, and calcific aortic valve disease.
The justification of using rabbits as models for human biomedical research is based on
their larger size and their closer phylogenetic distance to humans (based on sequence
similarity of conserved genes), but this may be misleading. Our findings, which consider
whole-genome protein profiling together with actual protein expressions, serve as a
warning to the scientific community to consider overall conservation as well as the
conservation of specific proteins when choosing an animal model to study a particular
aspect of human biology prior to investing in genetic engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of CRISPR/Cas9 technology for readily editing mammalian
genomes has allowed for the efficient generation of genetically engineered animal
models for the study of human diseases in non-rodent species (Liu et al., 2018). The
rabbit, in particular, has become a commonly used animal model for the study of
molecular mechanisms underlying human biology and disease (Esteves et al., 2018).
Historically, rabbits have been utilized for the development of vaccines (starting with
Louis Pasteur’s rabies vaccine in 1881) (Pasteur, 1885), production and characterization
of antibodies (Weber et al., 2017), early molecular immunology (Esteves et al., 2018), and
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experimental surgery (Calasans-Maia et al., 2009), among other
applications, due to advantages such as strong immune response
to foreign antigens, greater availability of cells and tissues from a
single animal, and ease of manipulation because of the larger size.
Rabbits are considered an intermediate between broadly studied
rodents and larger but costlier mammals. In recent years, using
CRISPR/Cas9 technology, genetically modified rabbits have been
promoted in studies of human diseases ranging from muscular
dystrophy (Sui et al., 2018) and hypertrophy (Lv et al., 2016) to
retinal degeneration (Kondo et al., 2009), atherosclerosis (Wang
et al., 2013), and X-linked hypophosphatemia (Sui et al., 2016).
Intrigued by the increasing power and efficiency to generate
mutant rabbits for models of human diseases and the rich
historical literature of rabbit research on immunological (Esteves
et al., 2018) and cardiovascular disorders (Hasenfuss, 1998), we
explored this approach for a potential expansion of our research
on calponin, a family of regulators of actin cytoskeleton, that
plays a role in the regulation of actin cytoskeleton-mediated cell
motility (Liu and Jin, 2016a).

Three homologous genes (CNN1, CNN2, and CNN3)
have evolved in vertebrates to encode three isoforms of
calponin (calponin 1, 2, and 3). Each of the calponin isoform
genes is composed of seven exons with a variable region at
the C-terminus that differentiates the isoforms (Figure 1).
Although the calponin isoforms have significantly diverged
during evolution, each isoform is well conserved in the
vertebrate phylum as has been shown for numerous species,
including channel catfish, Western clawed frogs, brown
tree snakes, black flying foxes, chickens, mice, hamsters,
chimpanzees, and humans, among others (Liu and Jin,
2016a). The expression and function of each calponin
isoform are distinct. Calponin 1 is specifically expressed in
fully differentiated smooth muscle cells and contributes to
regulating contractility (Takahashi et al., 2000; Feng et al.,
2019). Calponin 2 is expressed in a broader range of cell types,
including fibroblasts, macrophages, cancer cells, and others
to participate in regulating cellular responses to mechanical
signals, cell proliferation, and motility (Qiu et al., 2017;
Plazyo et al., 2018, 2019). Calponin 3 is the least studied
of the three isoforms. It is expressed in the brain with a
potential contribution to neural plasticity (Ferhat et al., 2003)
and in placenta where it mediates trophoblastic cell fusion
(Shibukawa et al., 2010).

Extensive research in the past three decades demonstrates
that each of the calponin isoforms have evolved with discrete
functions and expression regulation as observed across a
variety of vertebrate species (Liu and Jin, 2016a). The present
study provides the first report that the rabbit is a unique
species that lacks calponin 2, a cytoskeleton regulatory protein
conserved in all other vertebrates studied to date. Using
Western blotting to examine actual protein expression and
whole-genome comparison to reveal the difference between
humans and rabbits versus humans and mice, our data
present a striking example of the loss of a gene with
important functions, suggesting that caution should be used
when selecting rabbits as animal models to study human
biology and disease.

RESULTS

Considering that the three calponin isoforms are conserved
in all vertebrate species studied in the past, it was surprising
that our initial examination failed to detect the calponin 2
protein in all of the rabbit tissues that are known to express
calponin 2 in humans and mice. Using specific, previously
characterized monoclonal antibodies (Hossain et al., 2006), we
assessed the expression of all calponin isoforms in total protein
extracts from the trachea, lungs, small intestine, large intestine,
spleen, bladder, uterus, aorta, heart, brain, kidney, liver, and
pancreas by Western blot. Figure 2 demonstrates that only
calponin 1 and calponin 3 were detected in the rabbit, whereas
the cell motility regulator, calponin 2, was not found. We
verified the results by multiple immunological examinations
using several monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies against
calponin 2 with confirmed cross-species reactivity (Jin et al.,
1996) (data not shown).

We then searched the Ensembl and NCBI sequence databases
and found no entry for rabbit calponin 1 and calponin 2,
confirming the lack of calponin 2 as originally observed by
Western blot. However, the calponin 1 protein is detected at
significant levels in rabbit smooth muscles using Western blotting
(Figure 2). To verify the initial search results, human CNN1,
CNN2, and CNN3 isoforms were used as query sequences in
BLAST searches against mouse and rabbit protein databases.
To investigate the presence of the calponin genes in mice
and rabbits, we collected proteins with a BLASTP E-value less
than 10−30. Protein sequences were aligned using MUSCLE
(Edgar, 2004). A maximum likelihood tree was constructed using
PhyML (Guindon et al., 2010). The results found only one
calponin (CNN3) in the rabbit. This was further confirmed by
TBLASTN searches using human CNN1, CNN2, and CNN3 as
query sequences, all of them match the same genomic region
and CNN3 has the highest similarity. Therefore, the presence
of the apparently functional CNN1 gene in the rabbit was not
detectable by using the common sequence database searches,
demonstrating the critical value of direct detections at the
protein level (Figure 2). We also performed a HMMER search
at https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/hmmer/search/phmmer (Potter
et al., 2018). When the query search is with the human CNN2
protein, then the top HMMER hit is calponin 3 in rabbit and the
second best hit is to transgelin. These HMMER results confirm
the BLASTP results.

To obtain a comprehensive understanding of this unexpected
finding, we also performed systemic BLASTP homology
searches of all human protein genes against mouse and rabbit
genomes with E-values < 10−5. The BLASTP search revealed
the absence of 843 distinct human protein coding genes in
rabbit proteome (Table 1), among which many are critical
to essential functions such as immune regulation, cell cycle
progression, mitochondrial energetics, transcription/chromatin
remodeling, lipid metabolism, ER/endosome trafficking,
calcium signaling, neuropeptides, and spermatogenesis
(Supplementary Table S1). In addition, gene ontology (GO)
analysis detected 157 human genes missing in the rabbit genome
(Supplementary Figure S1).
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FIGURE 1 | Human calponin isoforms and transgelin. CNN1 (GenBank NC_000019.10, region 11538775.11550323), CNN2 (GenBank NC_000019.10, region
1026608.1039065), and CNN3 (GenBank NC_000001.11, region complement 94896949.94927223) genes each consists of seven exons. The three calponin
isoforms are conserved in structure except the C-terminal region that is diverged in length and amino acid sequences as shown in the figure. TAGLN (SM22alpha)
(GenBank NC_000011.10, region 117199294.117207465) contains only four coding exons corresponding to the conserved core structure of calponin family.
Positions of the CH (calponin homology) domain and two actin binding sites are indicated in the alignment map.

FIGURE 2 | Calponin 2 is absent in rabbits. Rabbit tissue lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE (top panel) and immunoblotting using monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
specific to calponin 1 (CP1) (Jin et al., 1996), calponin 2 (2B8/CP21) (Hossain et al., 2006), calponin 3 (1A4 raised against mouse calponin 3 expressed from cloned
cDNA) or SM22alpha/transgelin (3F6) (Liu et al., 2017) (lower panels). While calponin 1 and calponin 2 have similar mobility in the SDS-gel used for Western blotting,
calponin 3 and SM22alpha are readily distinguished from calponin 1 and calponin 2 by their molecular weights. Mouse stomach and bladder were used as positive
controls. Whereas the expression of calponin 1, calponin 3, and SM22alpha was detected in specific tissue types as previously shown in mice and humans, calponin
2 is completely absent in rabbit tissues as demonstrated in the mAb 2B8/CP21 blot. MHC, myosin heavy chain.

Mice have been extensively used to develop genetically
modified models for the research of human diseases. Although
the use of mice is continuously criticized as unideal in replicating
human physiology and disease (Nature Medicine Editorial, 2013),
the same comparison of human and mouse genomes found
an absence of a significantly smaller number (652) of distinct
human protein coding genes in mice (Table 1). Both rabbits and
mice belong to the Glires clade with the mouse lineage having
a longer branch length than the rabbit lineage based on the
sequence similarity of conserved genes (Murphy et al., 2001).
However, the sequence alignment approach to classification may

be misleading, as whole-genome protein profiling appears to be
more informative. While rabbits are considered phylogenetically
closer to humans than mice based on DNA sequence similarities,
the fact that mice have a profile of protein coding genes that
are more similar to that of humans than that of rabbits to
humans raises concern. To quantitatively evaluate this potentially
high impact finding, genomic comparison results in Table 1
demonstrate that the proportion of unique human protein
sequences, protein isoforms, or total protein entries in the
databases all showed approximately 30% more missing in rabbits
than that missing in mice.
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FIGURE 3 | Maximum likelihood phylogeny of calponin and transgelin homologs from humans (H), mice (M), and rabbits (R). Mouse proteins are in blue whereas
rabbit proteins are in red. The primary entries of the three human calponin isoforms are indicated in parentheses. The branches are supported by bootstrap values of
which values greater than 80% are shown.

DISCUSSION

Three homologous calponin isoform genes have evolved in
vertebrates (Liu and Jin, 2016a). Our finding of the lack of
CNN2 gene in rabbits (Figure 2) calls for caution in using rabbit
models in calponin or actin regulation-related research. While

CNN1 functions in smooth muscle contractility (Yamamura et al.,
2007) and CNN3 is a isoform with unclear functions (Liu and
Jin, 2016a), calponin 2 functions in many cell motility-related
functions. The loss of calponin 2 in myeloid immune cells
in mice has been shown to modulate inflammatory responses
(Plazyo et al., 2019), such as attenuating inflammatory arthritis
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(Huang et al., 2016) and the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis
(Liu and Jin, 2016b). CNN2 knock out in mice also reduces
myofibroblast differentiation and the development of calcific
aortic valve disease (Plazyo et al., 2018) and slows down platelet
adhesion in thrombosis (Hines et al., 2014). Reduced expression
of calponin 2 is found in metastatic cancer cells (Moazzem
Hossain et al., 2014). Therefore, the lack of CNN2 in rabbits is
anticipated to have multiple pathophysiological effects. Our data,
reported here, aims to timely inform the research community
of an important precaution in order to avoid the resource-
consuming construction of genetically modified rabbit models
that may be less effective for many areas of research.

The three calponin isoforms have distinct expressions in
different cell and tissue types (Figure 2) reflecting specific
functions. If co-expressed in the same cell, calponin isoforms
may potentially have complementary functions (Feng et al.,
2019). Calponins also share high sequence similarities with
transgelin (TAGLN), also named SM22alpha (Morgan and
Gangopadhyay, 2001). Phylogenetic analysis demonstrated
that TAGLN is clearly related to the calponin gene family
(Figure 3). In the genomic search of the rabbit, the second best
BLAST hit of each human calponin protein is a transgelin
homolog. Although SM22alpha is considerably shorter
than calponins 1, 2, and 3, it contains the conserved core
structures of calponins (Figure 1). The mechanoregulation
of SM22alpha in fibroblasts also resemble that of calponin 2
(Liu et al., 2017), suggesting potentially functional overlap.
Therefore, the functional impacts of loss of CNN2 in rabbit
smooth muscles and myofibroblast biology may be partially
compensated by calponin 1 and/or SM22alpha (Liu et al., 2017;
Feng et al., 2019).

Consistent with the fact that rabbits survive well without
the CNN2 gene, deletion of CNN2 in mice does not cause
lethality (Huang et al., 2008). The absence of calponin 2 in
rabbits presents a natural calponin 2-null model that can be
employed to study the compensatory functions of calponin
1 and 3 in actin-mediated cellular processes in multiple cell
types. In the meantime, comparative genomic analysis can reveal
other missing human genes that are critical for the research

on particular mechanisms of human diseases to guide targeted
humanizations of rabbit and other animal models, for example
by using the increasingly powerful CRISPR/Cas9 technology.

The comparative genomics data further showcases that mice
actually miss fewer human protein coding genes than that rabbits
(Table 1). While the mouse has long been regarded simply as
a convenient animal model for advantages such as low cost
of housing, relatively short reproductive cycle, large litter size,
and ease of genetic manipulations among others, its evaluation
should now be revisited for being a more preferable choice over
the rabbit due to its higher similarity to humans in genome-
wide protein profiles (Supplementary Table S1). Consistent
with the substantial divergence of rabbit proteome with that
of humans, numerous studies have alluded to the divergence
of molecular, cellular, and physiological mechanisms between
rabbits and humans.

Improvements in genome editing, such as the generation of
point mutations (Liu et al., 2018), will certainly facilitate the
production of rabbit models for research, but precautions are
imperative to thoroughly consider their precise representation
of human conditions. Our example of evaluating animal models
of human biology and diseases involving calponin-mediated
mechanisms shows that when selecting an animal model to study
a specific physiologic mechanism or disease of humans, intuitive
preference for larger sized animals may not always translate into
closer genetic background that determines the relevance to the
research objective, especially in integrative pathophysiological
and translational studies.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that, since the differences
in whole-genome protein profiles between human and various
vertebrates would certainly affect the function of individual
proteins in vivo and during development, one must consider
these differences to understand the often complex phenotype
of a particular genetic modification of interest engineered in a
particular animal model of human disease. To achieve this goal,
it is necessary to reliably detect missing genes in a genome by
sensitive homology search analysis. In this present study, we
applied multiple homology search methods along with protein
level confirmation to reliably demonstrate the lack of a functional

TABLE 1 | Rabbits have fewer human homologs than mice.

Human
protein

sequences

% Human
sequences

Human
protein

isoforms

% Human
isoforms

Human
protein
Names

% Human
protein names

Absent in Rabbit 2,146 1.89% 1,475 2.09% 843 4.23%

Absent in Mouse 1,454 1.28% 1,019 1.44% 652 3.27%

% Absent in Mouse/Absent in
Rabbit

67.8% 69.1% 77.3%

Unique to Rabbit 284 0.25% 211 0.30% 83 0.42%

Unique to Mouse 978 0.86% 667 0.94% 274 1.38%

% Unique to Rabbit/Unique to
Mouse

29.0% 31.6% 30.3%

A comparative genomic analysis was performed to determine how many unique human protein sequences, unique human protein isoforms, or unique human protein
names were missing in the database for rabbits or mice. An additional analysis was performed to identify which proteins were present in rabbits but not in mice (unique
to rabbit) or in mice but not rabbits (unique to mouse).
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Cnn2 gene in rabbit. This two-level approach – a combination
of tests for protein expression and genome search analysis –
provides the power to improve our understanding of animal
models and their application in biomedical studies.
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